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Solid phase hybridization, in which nucleic acids from
solution bind to immobilized complementary “probe”
sequences, is widely used in life science research and,
increasingly, in clinical diagnostics.1 Surface hybridization
also finds frequent use in materials chemistry.2 Despite its
wide applications, surface hybridization has not reached the
predictive understanding of its more thoroughly investigated
solution counterpart, although existence of both kinetic and
thermodynamic differences between solution and surface
hybridization is widely acknowledged. In the case of
thermodynamics, behavior of surface hybridization could be
predicted from that in solution if the excess state functions to
account for nonidealities stemming from surface specific
effects were known. The present study considers origins of
these offsets for six different sequences, for DNA and for an
uncharged DNA mimic called morpholino (MO), as the
surface-immobilized probe.
We are interested in addressing how DNA and MO probes
differ in their surface vs solution hybridization behavior as a
function of ionic strength, temperature, and surface-derived
effects. Morpholinos are synthetic DNA mimics with an
uncharged backbone consisting of morpholine rings connected
by phosphorodiamidate groups;3 because morpholinos are
uncharged, their comparison to DNA probes serves to
highlight the role of electrostatics. Their charge neutrality also
makes morpholinos similar to peptide nucleic acids (PNAs).4
Compared to PNAs, morpholinos offer flexibility with regard
to oligo length and base composition, have an approximately
100-fold higher aqueous solubility than PNAs, and exhibit
more moderate hybridization affinity that should reduce
background signals when long probes are used for assaying
sequence concentrations in complex mixtures,3 as in gene
expression analysis.
DNA-DNA and MO-DNA melting curves were used to
analyze surface and corresponding solution hybridizations of
six 25mer DNA targets with complementary 25mer DNA and
MO probe sequences (Table S1, Electronic Supplementary
Information (ESI)). Surface melting curves were obtained in a
total-internal-reflection-fluorescence geometry in which
fluorescently-labeled Cy5-targets bound to probes on
aldehyde-functionalized slides. The probe coverage was
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estimated to be 2.3 ± 0.3 × 10 12 cm-2 for MO probes and 2.9 ±
0.8 × 1012 cm-2 for DNA probes. These coverages correspond
to ~ 6 nm average distance between probe sites. Although
25mer probes can readily come into contact over such
distances, these probe densities remain well below those (~ 5
× 10 12 cm-2) at which steric crowding becomes a significant
barrier to hybridization.5 Solution melting transitions were
determined with UV absorbance. Full experimental details are
provided in the ESI.
Figure 1 shows examples of melting transitions on surfaces
and in solution. As temperature increases, surface transitions
(left panel in Figure 1) manifest in decreasing signals due to
dehybridization of fluorescent target from the slides. Solution
transitions (right panel in Figure 1) lead to an increase in
absorbance due to higher extinction coefficients of the singlestranded species. Experiments were performed in 0.012,
0.021, 0.037, and 0.11 mol L-1 phosphate buffers. For
immobilized DNA probes melting transitions were
increasingly difficult to observe as ionic strength decreased,
with none of the six DNA probes yielding transitions in 0.012
mol L-1. When present, DNA probes invariably exhibited
sharper transitions than MO probes, in solution as well as on
surfaces (cf. Figure 1). The more gradual transitions of MODNA hybridization may reflect dispersion in thermodynamics
due to stereochemical variations at the chiral P centers on the
MO backbone, that arise during synthesis.5
DNA probes: heating;
MO probes: heating;

DNA probes: cooling
MO probes: cooling
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Hybridization thermodynamics on solid supports are compared
with those in solution for two types of hybridization probe, DNA
and uncharged morpholino oligonucleotides of identical
sequences. Trends in hybridization affinity are discussed with
respect to ionic strength, temperature, and surface behavior.
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Fig. 1. Melting transition data. Left panel: Surface melting
transitions for MO and DNA probes, measured at 0.3 o C min-1
scan rate. Right panel: Corresponding solution melting
transitions, measured at 0.2 oC min -1. Black curves: DNADNA hybridization; red curves MO-DNA hybridization.
Buffer: 0.11 mol L-1 sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, no
other salt. Target concentration for surface measurements: 0.1
µmol L-1. Sequence: sequence #1 (Table S1, ESI).
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Equilibrium can be confirmed from superposition of heating
and cooling cycles, as in Figure 1. Moreover, to minimize
irreversibility that can arise during melting6 due to the high
activation barrier posed by separation of the strands in a
duplex, analysis was instead performed on cooling half-cycles
since the activation barrier for hybridization is close to zero.7
The enthalpy ∆Ho and entropy ∆So were obtained from a
two-state model8 with both treated as independent of
temperature.9 This simplest model considers each probe site to
be either in an unhybridized or a hybridized state, with the
physical nature of these states assumed uniform for all sites as
well as constant in time. As such, a two-state treatment does
not explicitly model dispersion in hybridization behavior that
may arise from heterogeneity in probe coverage, synthetic
uncertainties, chemistry of the solid support, or some other
source. Two-state analysis also does not explicitly model
changes in hybridization thermodynamics that arise as
hybridization progresses; e.g., due to readjustments in the
charge density or steric constraints in the probe layer. 6b, 10
Despite their simplicity, two-state fits satisfactorily captured
the character of observed melting transitions (Figure S3, ESI)
to provide ∆Go = ∆Ho – T∆So values (Tables S2 and S3, ESI)
that allow convenient comparison of the two probe types
without the need to invoke structural models for both types of
films. The derived hybridization free energies are plotted in
Figures 2A and 2B. Figure 2A is for a temperature of 55 oC,
which is close to most of the observed melting temperatures.
Figure 2B shows free energies at 37 oC to illustrate the
predicted effect of a temperature change.
A number of conclusions can be summarized from Figure 2.
For both probe types, surface hybridization tended to be less
favorable than in solution (∆Gosur > ∆Go sol). Thus,
immobilization imposed a hybridization penalty, in agreement
with prior studies. 10b, 11 Second, the surface penalty to
hybridization was higher for MO probes, as evidenced in a
greater offset ∆∆Go = ∆Gosur - ∆Go sol between the surface
∆Go sur and solution ∆Go sol free energies. The observation that
adaptation of MO probes to a surface format elicited a greater
penalty than for DNA probes will be discussed further below.
Third, lower temperatures made all reactions more favorable,
as signified by more negative free energies in Figure 2B
compared to 2A. This is expected for complexation reactions
characterized by a negative ∆So. Fourth, due to sharper
transitions in solution, solution hybridization yielded more
negative ∆Ho and ∆So values (Tables S2 and S3, ESI). A
consequence of this is that lowering of temperature favored
solution more than surface hybridization (approximating
∂∆Go/∂T = - ∆So), causing the offset ∆∆Go to increase in favor
of the solution reaction as temperature decreased. A practical
implication of this trend is that lower temperatures make it
more difficult for surface hybridization to compete with
double-stranded or folded structures present in a solution
analyte. Fifth, for DNA probes, a decrease in ionic strength
was accompanied by a strong increase (i.e. destabilization) in
∆Go, both at the surface and in solution. Destabilization at low
ionic strength is expected due to poorer screening of chargecharge repulsions between a DNA probe and a DNA target.
The data in addition indicate that ∆∆Go tended to increase
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somewhat as ionic strength decreased (cf. purple and blue
curves in Figure 2), so that lower ionic strength favored
solution over surface hybridization. Compared to DNA-DNA
hybridization, MO-DNA hybridization was much more
weakly affected by ionic strength. In solution all six MO
probe sequences exhibited ∆Go values that did not change
appreciably with buffer concentration (red curves in Figure 2).
This is attributed to the neutral character of MO probes. 5 On
the solid support (black curves in Figure 2) ∆Go acquired a
modest dependence on buffer concentration such that
hybridization became less favorable at lower ionic strengths.
This dependence caused the surface penalty ∆∆Go to increase
with a decrease in ionic strength, leading to increased
preference for solution hybridization, qualitatively similar to
the trend for DNA probes.

Fig. 2. Comparison of free energies of hybridization ∆Go on
solid supports and in solution. (A) At 55 oC. (B) At 37 oC.
Both (A) and (B) show data for individual probe sequences
(dashed curves), sequence-averaged values (points), and linear
fits to the averaged values (thick solid lines). CI is the
concentration of Na+ cations, equal to 1.43 times the
phosphate concentration. None of the DNA probes yielded
clear surface hybridization transitions in the lowest ionic
strength buffer (0.012 mol L-1). ∆∆Go = ∆Go sur - ∆Go sol is the
difference between surface and solution hybridization free
energies. (C) Consideration of equivalent paths shows that
∆∆Go can be expressed as the sum of the free energy of
release of unhybridized probes, ∆Go P, rel, and that of
immobilization of probe-target duplexes, ∆Go D, imm.
Further discussion of the results is facilitated by Figure 2C,
which compares solution and surface hybridization in terms of
equivalent paths. From Figure 2C it follows that the surface
penalty ∆∆Go can be expressed as
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where ∆GoP,rel is the free energy of releasing a probe from the
surface into solution, and ∆GoD, imm is the free energy of
immobilizing a duplex from solution. ∆Go P,rel includes
disruption of interactions of an unhybridized probe with other
probes, with neighboring duplexes, or with the solid support,
as well as associated changes in ionic and solvent
distributions that would accompany transfer of a probe from
the surface into solution. ∆GoD,imm represents analogous
effects from duplex immobilization, including interactions
with other duplexes, with unhybridized probes, and with the
surface. Since duplexes sequester their bases in their interior,
they are primarily expected to experience steric and
electrostatic interactions via exposed duplex surfaces.
Unhybridized probes are in addition capable of base-mediated
interactions, leading to intra- or inter-probe base pairing and
stacking, adsorption of bases to the support, or other effects.
Such interactions are expected to affect probe folding as well
as hybridization activity.12
Given the many avenues available to unhybridized probes
for interacting with their surroundings, it is relevant to
consider how MO and DNA probes differ in this regard. One
important difference is that lack of charge renders MO probes
less soluble in water, with solubilities in the 1 to 100 mmol L1
range at the 25mer lengths used.3 At concentrations typical
of immobilized films, this lowered solubility has been
implicated to cause MO probes to aggregate and thus exist in
a desolvated state on solid supports.13 Another study noted
that MO probes adsorbed to the type of aldehyde slides used. 14
Such physisorption as well as probe-probe aggregation would
manifest in ∆GoP,rel, and thus in ∆∆Go, as penalties that
contribute to the difference between surface and solution
hybridization in Figure 2.
The importance of probe-surface interactions to ∆∆Go was
tested by considering whether surface chemical treatments
affected hybridization. These treatments included (1)
modifying aldehyde slides with tris (hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane to render the surface more hydrophilic and (2)
immobilizing probes to p-phenylene diisothiocyanate (PDITC)
modified slides (see ESI). It was reasoned that nucleotide
bases may interact with the phenyl group in PDITC so as to
hinder hybridization to target molecules. Measurements were
performed using sequence #4 (Table S1, ESI) in 0.037 mol L-1
buffer.
Although PDITC surfaces did lead to slightly less favorable
∆Go sur for DNA probes by about 10 %, or ~1 kcal mol-1,
surprisingly, for MO probes, changes in surface chemistry did
not significantly affect ∆∆Go (Figure S4.C, ESI). This
indicates that MO probes either interact similarly with the
various surfaces or that the surface penalty ∆∆Go was
primarily a reflection of probe aggregation at the surface (due
to MO solubility limits), rather than probe-surface
interactions. This conclusion can be compared to surface
hybridization of peptide nucleic acids.15 Jensen et al 15b and
Park et al 15c compared surface and solution thermodynamics
of PNA probes hybridizing to DNA targets using probes
immobilized via streptavidin-biotin chemistry. For a 15mer
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PNA probe, Jensen et al found a 51 % decrease in ∆Go of
hybridization due to immobilization, while Park et al reported
a 43 % and a 51 % decrease for another 15mer PNA probe, at
two different salt concentrations. In comparison, for MO
probes immobilization caused ∆Go to decrease about 30 %
(Figure 2). The higher offsets for PNA probes are in line with
their lower aqueous solubility, and thus presumably higher
tendency to aggregate or adsorb to the support.
For uncharged probes like morpholinos, ∆GoP,rel should not
depend on ionic strength. Moreover, measurements showed
that ∆Go sol was also salt independent (Figure 2A, red curve).
Figure 2C then implies that dependence of MO-DNA surface
hybridization on ionic strength (Figure 2A, black curve) must
be attributed to ∆GoD,imm. This dependence is attributed to
charge interactions between MO-DNA duplexes and possibly
between duplexes and repulsive (negative) charges on the
solid support, such as from aldehyde oxidation 16 or
dissociated silanols. Amplification of these surface-specific
electrostatic penalties at lower ionic strengths would lead to
less favorable surface hybridization, as seen in Figure 2.
For DNA-DNA duplexes, theory predicts a stronger
dependence on ionic strength at the surface than in solution
because, in addition to a solution-like salt-dependence of
duplex formation, surface hybridization changes the charge in
the probe layer the cost of which also depends on ionic
strength. 10a, 10c Our results are not inconsistent with this
prediction (cf. purple and blue lines in Figure 2). However,
other studies have found weaker or comparable sensitivity.10b,
17
A weaker dependence was attributed to base-pairing
between unhybridized probes that decreased the net gain in
base pairs from target hybridization.10b The salt dependence of
surface hybridization is thus expected to reflect sequencespecific effects, such as partial hybridization or self-folding
among the probes. The six sequences of the present study
were selected to minimize strong probe-probe and
intramolecular associations.18
Although at the higher temperature of Figure 2A ∆Go sur was
close to ∆Go sol for DNA probes, it is relevant to note that the
surface and solution processes were not equivalent. The
surface transitions were typically broader, especially at lower
ionic strengths (Figure S3.B), as also reflected in their smaller
enthalpic and entropic changes (Table S3). Various
mechanisms can contribute to transition broadening such as
dispersion in probe affinity due to local variations in steric
and electrostatic factors, shift in hybridization energetics with
extent of hybridization, and formation of only partly zipped
duplexes (e.g. due to greater fraying at duplex ends19 at lower
ionic strengths). As noted above, the outcome of broadened
transitions, for both DNA and MO probes, is a weaker
dependence of surface ∆Go on temperature that leads to an
increasing surface penalty ∆∆Go as temperature decreases.
The balance between solution and surface thermodynamics
is relevant in diagnostic applications where it is desirable to
maximize selectivity for hybridization on the solid support in
competition with folding or inter-strand base pairing in
solution analyte. For DNA probes, a scenario in which surface
hybridization is preferred, ∆Go sur < ∆Go sol, does not appear
practicable based on Figure 2 results. On the other hand, the
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data indicate a crossover from solution DNA-DNA
hybridization (blue line, Figure 2A) to surface MO-DNA
hybridization (black line) as the preferred form of base pairing
at CI below 0.015 mol L-1; below this concentration, the most
attractive binding partner for a DNA target will be an
immobilized MO probe even if there are fully complementary
DNA sequences in solution. At lower temperatures, the
crossover shifts to lower ionic strengths. Figure 3 considers
how combinations of salt and temperature affect the balance
between ∆Go of solution DNA-DNA and surface MO-DNA
hybridization. The surface reaction wins (more negative ∆Go )
for conditions in the lower right, providing a guideline for
selecting settings to keep analyte in a partly denatured state
while still allowing target-probe hybridization.
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Fig. 3. Separation in CI -T space between conditions favoring
DNA-DNA solution hybridization and MO-DNA surface
hybridization, based on sequence-averaged results from
Tables S2 and S3 (ESI). The solid portion is interpolated from
measurements, while dashed portions are extrapolated.
Surface hybridization is encountered in genomics
technologies including DNA microarrays and biosensors, as
well as finds numerous applications in fabrication of
structures. By comparing hybridization thermodynamics of
morpholino and DNA probes, on surfaces and in solution, the
present report advances fundamental understanding of
morpholino properties of direct relevance to such applications.
It also motivates development of protocols for controlling the
balance between surface and solution interactions, not only
through selection of optimal probe type based on experimental
need, but through control over hybridization thermodynamics.
Such control could be pursued, for example, through
application of electric fields,20 a strategy that should be
especially effective under the low salt conditions optimally
compatible with MO probes.
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